A MATCH Reminder System
The aim of my summer placement was to build a reminder system on top of the MATCH
framework that take reminders set in Google Calendar and output them using as many multimodal techniques as I could.

Figure 1: Google Calendar account

I first had to get used to using the framework, which became easier by spending time using
it, and I was given plenty of help whenever I needed it. I then had to work out how to get
information from a Google Calendar reminder by using the Google Calendar API, which was
complicated due to the way Google Calendar stores reminders. Once I was comfortable with
both of these, I was able to start working on how to output the reminders.

Figure 2: Inserting a reminder in a Google Calendar account

It was decided that I would build a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that would list the
reminders as clickable buttons. This was relatively easy once I had gotten used to Java
Swing, and I spent most of the time learning how to make menu bars, dialog boxes and
resizing components. The GUI split the reminder into different types so that each reminder
could have its own different icon to represent it.

Figure 3: The MATCH Reminder System

A reminder button displays the Date, Time and Subject of the reminder. If you click on the
reminder button, a dialog appears which displays the description, locations and guests of the
reminder. It also gives you the option of postponing the reminder so that it reappears after 9
minutes, or an OK button which marks the reminder as read. Unread reminders are red, and
read reminders are yellow.

Figure 4: A reminder being read

Figure 5: A reminder after being

read

Reminders can be removed individually by clicking on its corresponding rubbish bin icon.
The other methods of output I managed to integrate were voice synthesis, earcons and
email.

Voice Synthesis was simple to add since the speech was handled by Cerevoice, which was
part of the framework, so I only had to make a reminder to VoiceXML converter, which could
be handled by the Voice Synthesis component. This spoke “You have an urgent reminder”
whenever a reminder was received.
Earcons were slightly more difficult to add since I needed a reminder to filename converter
and a filename to earcon converter, which could then be connected to a speaker that was
part of the framework. The earcons were a sequence of notes that could be recognised by
the user as a certain reminder type, and each reminder type had its own earcon.
Email took more time to set up since I needed to create a reminder to email converter and
an email task that sent out the emails. It also required extra java files and settings so as to
allow the application to send emails. This sent an email to whichever email addresses it had
given, with the subject as the email subject and the reminder description as the content of
the email.

Figure 4: A reminder sent as an email

The GUI also has different options in the menu bar at the top. The Setup button allows the
user to disable removal buttons so as to avoid accidental removal.

Figure 5: Setup menu option

The Clear… button gives the user the option to remove all the reminders in the GUI or just
remove all the ones that have been read.

Figure 6: The Clear option

The Show All and Show Unread Only buttons allow the user to hide reminders that have
been read, or to show all the reminders the have.

Figure 7: Show All option

Figure 8: Show Unread Only option

The Help button brings up a dialog explaining different things about the system.

Figure 9: The Help option

At first the reminder system was separated into different parts, where the reminder GUI was
in its own frame and a different frame connected up the reminders with each output type
using the MATCH framework GUI. This had to be integrated so that everything was
connected whenever the reminder system was started.

Figure 10: The MATCH Framework GUI

I created a Python script that copies all the required files in to the workspace folder
assuming everything is installed, and it creates a batch file that when opened runs the
framework, so that Eclipse doesn’t need to be open or set up before hand.
How to use this script to open the framework is explained below.

How to Use the MATCH Script
This is used to run the framework without running Eclipse
Requirements:
 Python must be installed to run this script
 The MATCH Framework must be installed so that the script can open it
Installing Python
MATCHScript.py was created in Python 2.5.2 for Windows XP
If you do not have a Python interpreter installed, go to:
http://www.python.org/download/
And click on ‘Python 2.5.2 Windows installer’
Running MATCHScript.py
1. Open command (Start>Run>type ‘cmd’)

2. Go the drive that the Script is stored in
eg. type ‘ c: ’ to go the C:\ drive
3. Go to the directory that the Script is stored in
eg. type ‘cd Match’ to go to the directory ‘MATCH’
4. Use the format:
"MATCHScript.py 'workspace path' 'new script directory name' 'eclipse .launch file
path'
to open the script with the MATCH framework you wish to use

5. NOTE: To get help type “ MATCHScript.py –help ” or “ MATCHScript.py –h ”

6. If the directory you chose to store the script already exists you will be prompted

Type ‘1’ to overwrite and delete everything in the directory you chose, ‘2’ to be
prompted for a different folder name, or ‘3’ to exit.
7. Once you have a valid directory name, it will then start writing a script, copy
Knopflerfish and all .jar files required into your folder

NOTE: Some files might not be found – this is okay so long as they are not
necessary
8. The folder should now be set up
9. Go to the location of the batch file that was created

Either by typing ‘cd batch-folder-location’ then typing ‘batch.bat’ :

Or by going to the folder and double-click on ‘batch.bat’:

10. The framework should now start to open

Suggested Future Work
Given more time, there would be a lot of things that could be added to this system:


Each reminder type should be configurable to have different output types, for
example Health reminders could be outputted as Voice only, while Personal
reminders could be outputted on the GUI and as an earcon.



I could also have added an option that allowed the user to view each reminder types
in the GUI separately, instead of altogether.



There could be a way to send feedback to a Doctor through email whenever the user
had read their Health reminder, or else they could ask the user to confirm whether an
appointment they set up was suitable.



The postpone button could have a variable time, and should set off the other output
types if selected whenever it comes back, instead of just reappearing in the GUI



There could be an option to choose which voice you would like to use for speech
output (male or female) and also an option to choose the amount of information you
would like it to read out, for example just the subject, or the subject and description,
or the reminder type.



There could be a play button on the reminder where it would read out the reminder
when clicked, even if the voice option isn’t selected as an output type.



Reminders could be allowed to be set up using the GUI as well as in Google
Calendar



More reminder outputs could be added, for example to a Twitter messenger account



The general layout of the reminder system could be improved so that it had bigger
buttons and text.

The Experience
Over the 10 week placement I was able to gain a lot of experience. I am now much more
confident in programming in Java, and by relearning Python after not using it for a year I am
reassured that I will be able to learn other languages while using ones that I already know. In
completing a project I feel that I have put my programming knowledge to better use, as well
as furthering it from what I learned in 2nd year Computing Science. By doing the placement I
got to find out about research and have now become more interested in it despite having
little thought of being involved in research before. I was able to meet lots of friendly people
who were very helpful to me throughout the placement, and who I gained lots of knowledge
from. Although time was flexible, I was always very keen to come in and interested in the
work I was given, especially since I was given choice in what it was I could do. Now that I am
going in to 3rd year Software Engineering, I feel that the placement has prepared me well for
the year to come and I appreciate the opportunity to have been involved.

